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Abstract—In mobile social networks (MSN), with the aim of conserving limited resources, egotistic nodes might refuse to forward
messages for other nodes. Different from previous work which mainly focuses on promoting cooperation between selfish nodes, we
consider it from a more pragmatic perspective in this paper. Be specific, we regard selfishness as a native attribute of a system
and allow nodes to exhibit selfish behavior in the process of message forwarding. Apparently, selfishness has a profound influence on
routing efficiency, and thus novel mechanisms are necessary to improve routing performance when self-centered nodes are considered.
We first put forward a stateless approach to measure encounter opportunities between nodes, and represent forwarding capabilities of
nodes by combining the acquired encounter opportunities with node selfishness. We then quantify receiving capabilities of nodes based
on their available buffer size and energy. Taking both forwarding and receiving capabilities into account, we finally present a forwarding
set mechanism, which could be deduced to a multiple knapsack problem to maximize the forwarding profit. Consequently, we take all
the above studies into the design of a context-aware message forwarding algorithm (CAMF). Extensive trace-driven simulations show
that CAMF outperforms other existing algorithms greatly. In fact, it achieves a surprisingly high routing performance while consumes
low transmission cost and resource in MSN.

Index Terms—mobile social networks, forwarding/receiving capability, knapsack problem, forwarding profit maximization
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1 INTRODUCTION
Mobile Social Networks (MSN) [1]–[3] is a class of
networks in which wireless mobile user of similar in-
terest or commonalities cooperate to establish network
connectivity and communicate with each other in the
absence of network infrastructure [4]. In such networks,
nodes are required to forward messages in a cooperative
and selfless way. However, some or all nodes may
exhibit various degrees of forwarding willingness (or
selfishness), especially when nodes are constrained with
battery power and storage space, e.g., a node may refuse
to accept and transmit messages for others to conserve
limited buffer and energy [5]–[7]. Most researchers ar-
gue that this egocentric behavior is harmful for routing
efficiency, and pay attention to design incentive mecha-
nisms to promote cooperation between selfish nodes to
improve routing efficiency [8]–[12].

However, selfishness is an innate characteristic of hu-
man and thus should be given more attention. Moreover,
selfish behavior can reduce the total number of message
forwarding to effectively conserve limited resources,
which are of great importance for resource-constrained
MSN. In this paper, we consider the node selfishness
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from a more pragmatic perspective. Be specific, we re-
gard selfishness as a native attribute of a system and
allow nodes to behave selfish behavior in the process
of message transmission. Nevertheless, node selfishness
has a profound influence on routing efficiency, and will
cause a reduced routing performance. Thus, our goal is
to improve routing efficiency when nodes are allowed
to display selfish behavior.

Social-aware forwarding algorithms [13] [14] have
shown their superiority on predicting encounter oppor-
tunities between nodes. However, they greatly rely on
the state information of an entire network, which always
need to take a long-term collecting process and consume
a large storage space. These are challenges for MSN. To
evaluate encounter opportunities without the collection
of network state information, we put forward a stateless
approach, in which nodes are described by property
profiles, and their similarities are then measured to
predict future encounter opportunities. Subsequently, we
evaluate forwarding capabilities of nodes by combining
the obtained encounter opportunities with node selfish-
ness.

Moreover, we also pay attention to node’s receiving
capabilities, which are often overlooked in the previous
routing protocols. They greedily transmit messages to
the encountered node until there is no message left. This
will cause some messages are delivered to recipients
without any available storage space, and thus these
messages will be dropped. To avoid such a situation,
we define two concepts, called reserved buffer size and
reserved energy, to denote how many available resources
a node can offer to incoming messages, and then adopt
them to evaluate receiving capabilities of nodes before
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transmitting messages.
Furthermore, we also consider the forwarding set

problem to determine which messages are suitable for
forwarding. When an encounter opportunity emerges,
most MSN routing protocols randomly choose messages
from a local buffer and then send them out. However,
a receiver may have different forwarding capabilities
for various destinations, and thus a random strategy
cannot guarantee that all messages are delivered to
nodes with an incremental forwarding capability. To
prevent this, we present a forwarding set mechanism,
which takes forwarding and receiving capabilities of
nodes into account and then models the forwarding set
problem as a 0/1 multiple knapsack problem to maxi-
mize the sum of forwarding profits in each connection
opportunity. Based on the above studies, we develop a
context-aware message forwarding algorithm (CAMF),
in which messages are transmitted to nodes that not only
have an incremental forwarding capability but also poss
sufficient receiving capability to serve incoming data.
Simulation results show that CAMF achieves a good
routing performance with low transmission cost when
nodes are permitted to exhibit selfish behavior.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. After
investigating related work in Section 2, we give problem
formulation and models in Section 3. Then, we introduce
an overview of CAMF in Section 4, following by stating
detailed design in Section 5. We also validate the effec-
tiveness of CAMF in Section 6. Finally, we give a brief
conclusion in Section 7.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Selfishness Behavior in MSN

Previous works on egocentric behavior of nodes focus
on designing an incentive mechanism to explicitly or
implicitly stimulate selfish nodes to forward message for
all others. These mechanisms can be generally classified
into two categories: reputation-based schemes [8], [9]
and credit-based approaches [11], [12]. In reputation-
based schemes, nodes that serve others possess good
reputations and receive appropriate services from other
nodes. In addition, nodes collectively detect selfish nodes
throughout the whole network and broadcast their bad
reputations. Eventually, this propagation will lead other
nodes to avoid these selfish members in the process
of message transmission. In credit-based ways, nodes
pay for services provided by others, and get paid for
providing services to others. Meanwhile, a digital cash
system is implemented in order to encourage cooper-
ation behavior among nodes. Although selfishness is
harmful for routing efficiency, it is an innate social tie
of humanity which should be given more attention. At
present, little work has been done to improve routing
performance when selfish nodes are considered.

2.2 Social-aware Forwarding Algorithms
Social-aware forwarding algorithms have shown their
superiority on predicting encounter opportunities. Most
of them consider the trajectory and/or the contact his-
tory of mobile nodes, and then utilize collected state in-
formation to predict connection chances between nodes.
For example, network topology information is adopted
to calculate the betweenness of nodes in [14]; neighbor
information is employed to measure the importance of
nodes in [13]; node location knowledge [15] is used to the
distance between source and destination. Nevertheless,
such state information is dynamic and difficult to be
acquired without a global and/or long-term collection
process. Moreover, it should take a lot of storage space
to buffer such state information. However, these are
challenges for MSN, especially when nodes have limited
resources. Fortunately, a stateless approach [16] has re-
cently been proposed to detect encounter opportunities
without a long collection process of state information.
This stateless way utilizes an interest profile to describe
nodes. However, the interest profile cannot completely
figure nodes. In this paper, we adopt a node property
profile, not limited to interest, to represent nodes.

2.3 Knapsack Problem
The knapsack problem is a well-known combinatorial
optimization problem. Given a set of items, each with a
mass and a value, it determines the number of each item
to be included in a collection so that the total weight is
less than or equal to a given limit and the total value
is as large as possible. The most typical one is the 0/1
knapsack problem, which restricts the number of copies
of each kind of item to zero or one. One of its variations
is the 0/1 multiple knapsack problem where there are
multiple knapsacks. This problem has been studied [17]
extensively in the past.

3 PROBLEM FORMULATION AND MODELS

3.1 Problem Formulation
To improve routing efficiency in MSN where selfishness
is considered, we formulate the message forwarding
process as three sub-problems, listed below.

Problem 1. To evaluate encounter opportunities, social-based
routings always take a long-term process of collecting state
information and need a large storage space to buffer them,
which are challenges for MSN. How to evaluate encounter
opportunities of nodes without gathering any state informa-
tion?

Problem 2. In MSN, nodes are resource constrained with
limited storage space and battery power. Due to the limitation
of available buffer or energy, some incoming messages are easy
to be discarded in recipients. How to ensure newly arrived
messages are not dropped by receivers?

Problem 3. In MSN, a node, e.g., i, stores a set of messages,
e.g., Ci, and gains different forwarding profits by delivering
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diverse messages. Moreover, it cannot send all messages out
in an encounter opportunity due to the shortage of encounter
duration. How to maximize the sum of forwarding profits in
each encounter opportunity?

max
∑
m∈Ci

P (m)i,j × xm

where P (m)i,j is the forwarding profit that i gains by
forwarding message m to node j, and xm represents m
is selected to be transmitted (xm = 1) or not (xm = 0).

3.2 Network Model
MSN is a class of resource-constrained networks where
nodes have limited buffer space and energy. Each node
has finite buffer for messages from other nodes, but pos-
sess unlimited storage space for messages generated by
itself. When a buffer is full, some messages from others
are discarded by a buffer management mechanism. In
addition, each node is supported by a certain amount of
battery power. When a node performs some basic oper-
ations such as neighbor discovery and message delivery,
it needs to consume a specified energy, while other
operations are energy free. After all energy is exhausted,
the node will die. In order to simplify the model of
energy consumption, the total energy consumption is
associated with message size. The larger a message is,
the more energy it will consume.

In MSN, nodes always exhibit social properties, affect-
ing their movements. More specifically, nodes having
identical social properties (e.g., classmate, workmate,
etc.) always do similar things and appear in a particular
area for a specific period of time. For example, workers
from the same company appear in the same work dis-
trict and frequently encounter their workmates during
work time. Therefore, social ties between nodes denote
their future encounter opportunities (or probabilities). In
addition, we assume that all nodes are very honest and
no node is willing to cheat or attack others, e.g., forgery,
data modification and eavesdropping.

3.3 Node Selfishness Model
In MSN, nodes also behave various degrees of selfish-
ness, and are interested in forwarding messages from
some nodes, rather than all other nodes. In selfishness
model, selfish behavior is considered from two aspects
[5]–[7]. One is individual selfishness [5], which means
a node exhibits the same forwarding willingness to any
other nodes in a network. The other is social selfishness
[6], denoting nodes are more interested in transmitting
messages for nodes with whom they have social ties,
but not others. For example, selfish nodes are more
interested in receiving and forwarding messages for
nodes in the same community, but not willing to do that
for nodes outside their communities.

We model a network as a directed weighted graph
G = (V,E) where V is a set of nodes and links between

them consist E. The weight of edge ei,j represents node
i′s selfishness to forward messages generated by node
j. The weight of ei,j and ej,i may be different. The
values of selfishness range from 0 to 1, where 0 denotes
nodes refuse to forward any messages from others and
1 indicates nodes are willing to provide communication
services for any other nodes. When a selfish value is
within (0, 1), this value means a node forward messages
with a certain probability. In addition, all destination
nodes are quite willing to accept all messages destined
to themselves.

4 OVERVIEW OF CAMF
Here we provide an overview of CAMF and explain
how it works. For the convenience of readers, the major
notations used in this paper are listed in Table 1.

TABLE 1
List of Notations

Variable Description
i, j nodes i and j

m,m s,m d message m, m’s source node, m’s destina-
tion node

PVi i’s property vector space
Simi,j , Seli,j node similarity between i and j, i’s selfish-

ness for j
sm m’s message size

F (m)i i’s forwarding capability for message m
B(init)i, E(real)i the initial buffer size of i, the real-time

remaining energy of i
B(m)i, E(m)i the reserved buffer size of i for message m,

the reserved energy of i for m
P (m)i,j forwarding profit that i gains by transmit-

ting m to j
σ energy consumption used to forward a data

with an unit size
Ci a set of messages buffered by node i
Fi i’s forwarding set

4.1 CAMF Structure
4.1.1 Receiving Capability Measurement
Receiving capability measurement is to quantify how
many available resources a node can supply for newly
arrived messages. In a comprehensive literature review,
we notice that packet loss is often incurred by several
factors, including no available storage space, no enough
battery power, or the instability of wireless channels.
Since we ignore the underlying wireless technology in
this paper, buffer and energy are only considered to
evaluate receiving capabilities of nodes. Here we define
two new concepts, called reserved buffer size and reserved
energy, to denote how much available buffer size and
energy a receiver can afford to incoming messages,
respectively.

In MSN, node behaviors are always affected by their
selfishness. For example, selfish nodes are unwilling to
afford any resource to those messages created by all or
some nodes in a network. Inspired by this, we utilize
node selfishness to rank messages and assign priorities
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to them. The larger the current carrier’s selfishness for
a message is, the higher the message’s priority is. In ad-
dition, these messages generated by the current custody
node have the largest priority. We then allocate available
resources to messages according to their priorities. The
higher the priority is, the more resources a message can
gain. Detailed information about reserved buffer size and
reserved energy is given in Section 5.1. After two nodes
have exchanged their state information, receiving capa-
bility measurement is triggered to measure how many
available resources a candidate receiver can provide for
possible incoming messages buffered in the peer.

4.1.2 Forwarding Capability Measurement
As the name implies, forwarding capability measure-
ment is to quantify the probability that a node delivers
a message to its destination. In our forwarding capabil-
ity measurement, we put forward a stateless approach,
which does not need to collect and store any state
information, to measure social ties between nodes and
further evaluate their future encounter opportunities. Be
specific, we adopt node property profile, a multi-dimension
vector, to describe nodes, and then measure node simi-
larity between them. Since node similarity implies social
ties and reflects connection probability, we employ it to
quantify encounter opportunities and further evaluate
forwarding capabilities of nodes.

Meanwhile, since node selfishness significantly affects
the efficiency of data transmission in MSN, we also take
it into account to measure forwarding capabilities of
nodes. Here two kinds of selfishness are considered, e.g.,
individual selfishness and social one. Detailed informa-
tion on how to evaluate the forwarding capability of
nodes is introduced in Section 5.2. After a forwarding
set is initialized, forwarding capability measurement is
triggered to measure forwarding capabilities of nodes.

4.1.3 Forwarding Set Mechanism
Be brief, forwarding set mechanism is employed to deter-
mine whether and when a message could be forwarded
when a contact opportunity arises. Since a node has
different forwarding capabilities for various destinations,
a routing protocol that adopts a random or simplified
forwarding set strategy is easy to cause some messages
to be forwarded to nodes with a relatively lower for-
warding capability. Moreover, due to the uncertainty of a
contact duration, not all the messages will be sent out in
an encounter. It cannot guarantee that all messages that
could gain more forwarding opportunities will be for-
warded in a connection. In other words, some messages
that may acquire more forwarding opportunities to be
delivered to destination nodes are retained in the current
custody node, while others that may get relatively fewer
forwarding chances are transmitted.

To avoid the above-mentioned situations, we first in-
troduce a new metric, called forwarding profit, to denote
the relative difference of forwarding capabilities that two
encountered nodes can provide. Then, we model the

forwarding set determination problem as a 0/1 multiple
knapsack problem to maximize the sum of forwarding
profits in each encounter opportunity. Meanwhile, we
also consider receiving capabilities of nodes to avoid
messages being forwarded to those nodes where no
buffer or energy is available. Once obtaining forwarding
profits of each message in a forwarding set, forwarding
set mechanism is triggered to determine the final for-
warding set.

4.1.4 Buffer Management

Buffer management is to decide which messages should
be dropped when a buffer overflows. It is important for
MSN where nodes are constrained with storage space.
In our buffer management, each message is associated
with a priority, introduced in Section 4.1.1. This priority
denotes the forwarding probability that the custody
node can supply. When a buffer is full or insufficient
for storing any incoming data, it may discard messages
with the lowest priority firstly.

4.2 CAMF Algorithm

Here we present a context-aware message forwarding
algorithm (CAMF), which exploits context knowledge to
quantify forwarding and receiving capabilities of nodes
and utilizes them to determine the final forwarding
set. When two nodes meet, they first transmit the mes-
sages destined to the peer node. Then, they exchange
their forwarding and receiving capabilities for messages
stored in the peer’s buffer. Based on such information,
a forwarding set mechanism is employed to choose
suitable messages to be included in the forwarding set
to maximize the forwarding profit.

In order to better illustrate how CAMF works, we take
the message transmission process between nodes i and
j as an example.
1). When nodes i and j are in contact, they first deliver

messages destined to the peer, and then exchange
their state information, including selfishness and for-
warding capability and messages buffered.

2). Node j returns its receiving capability for messages
in i’s buffer.

3). According to the peer’s receiving capability, i ini-
tializes its forwarding set Fi by including those
messages satisfying the following conditions. 1) It
belongs to Ci; 2) the reserved buffer size that it obtains
from j exceeds itself, e.g., B(m)j > sm ; 3) the reserved
energy that it gets from j is sufficient to send itself
out, e.g., E(m)j > sm × σ.

4). Based on forwarding capabilities of i and j, i cal-
culates the forwarding profit of each message in Fi,
and then removes these messages whose forwarding
profit is not greater than zero.

5). i decides the final forwarding set by solving a 0/1
multiple knapsack problem and determines its for-
warding order.
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6). i transmits messages in Fi one by one until no
message left in Fi or the connection is disconnected.

For convenience of explanation, we only introduce how
node i determines its forwarding set in the last four
steps. In addition, node j does so in a similar way.

5 DETAILED DESIGN OF CAMF
This section mainly introduces the detailed design of
CAMF, including forwarding capability measurement,
receiving capability measurement and forwarding set
mechanism.

5.1 Receiving Capability Measurement
Definition 1. Receiving capability denotes how much
storage space or battery power a receiver can offer to messages.

In a comprehensive literature review, we find that
packet loss is often incurred by several factors, including
no available storage space in receivers, no adequate
battery power in recipients, or instability of wireless
channels. Since we ignore the underlying wireless tech-
nology, buffer size and energy are only considered to
evaluate receiving capabilities of nodes. In this paper,
resource assignment is based on the message priority,
introduced in Section 4.1.1. The larger the selfishness
value is, the higher the priority is and the more resources
(e.g., storage space and energy) a message can gain.

In order to better quantify receiving capabilities of
nodes, we first gather a number of messages, described
as Eq. (1).

C(m)i = {n|n ∈ Ci, Sel(i, n s) ≥ Sel(i,m s)} (1)

Since the priority of messages in Ci is larger than that of
message m, they can acquire more resources than m. In
other words, compared with m, they have a high priority
to obtain more storage space and battery power in the
process of resource allocation.

Definition 2. Reserved buffer size denotes the maximum
storage space that a recipient can reserve to possible arrived
messages, and its definition is expressed below.

B(m)i = B(init)i −
∑

n∈C(m)i

sn

where B(m)i denotes the largest possible buffer capacity
that node i can supply to message m. An incoming
message may be stored by the possible accepter only
when its acquired reserved buffer size exceeds its size,
described as B(m)i > sm.

Definition 3. Reserved energy is the maximum power
resource that a receiver can reserve to possible arrived mes-
sages. Reserved energy that node i provides for message m is
presented as follows.

E(m)i = E(real)i −
∑

n∈C(m)i

sn × δ

Reserved energy denotes whether a receiver has ample
energy to send a stored message out or not. Node i may
accept and store message m only when the following
equation is met.

E(m)i > sm × σ

5.2 Forwarding Capability Measurement
Definition 4. Forwarding capability is the probability that
a node directly delivers a message to its destination.

When quantifying forwarding capabilities of nodes,
we not only consider pure encounter opportunities be-
tween nodes, but also take their selfishness into account.

5.2.1 Encounter Opportunity Measurement
Mei et al. [16] notice that people’s movement is always
affected by their interest, and thus propose a state-
less approach to utilize an interest profile to evaluate
encounter opportunities between nodes. This approach
does not take any state information collected from the
whole network. Nevertheless, individual movement is
not only guided by their interest, but also affected by
other factors, e.g., their affiliation. Thus, in order to better
forecast future encounter opportunities, more node prop-
erties and characteristics, not limited to interest, should
be considered to figure nodes.

Definition 5. Node property profile is a set of node proper-
ties that can be used to describe nodes. It not only contains all
kinds of interest, but also includes other possible meaningful
properties describing the main characteristics of individuals,
including affiliation, home address, city, colleagues, the prefix
of ID cards, nationality, spoken language, and so on.

We employ node property profile to describe nodes
and model each node as a multi-dimension property
vector space, described as:

PV (pv1, pv2, ..., pvn)

where each entry, e.g., pvi, i ∈ {1, 2, ..., n}, denotes a
property, and n is the total number of node properties
that we consider in this paper. The types of property
values vary from a property to a property. Some are a
real number, such as the prefix of ID cards. Some others
may be a semantic value, such as interest.

Definition 6. Node similarity denotes the similar degree
between node property profiles.

In order to quantify node similarity, we utilize the
well-known Dice’ coefficient [18], which can effectively
measure the similarity of vectors. The similar degree
between nodes i and j, denoted Simi,j , is expressed
below.

Simi,j =
2× PVi × PVj
||PVi||+ ||PVj ||

where PVi represents the n-dimension property vector
of node i. Node similarity denotes social ties between
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nodes and further implies their connection probabilities.
Therefore, we directly utilize node similarity to represent
future encounter opportunities.

5.2.2 Forwarding Capability
We consider two factors to assess forwarding capabilities
of nodes. One is the similar degree of node property pro-
files; the other is node selfishness. Forwarding capability
that node i provides for message m is defined as follows.

F (m)i = Seli,m s × Simi,m d

where Seli,m s represents node i’s selfishness for mes-
sage m. Since node similarity (e.g., Simi,m d) and self-
ishness (e.g., Seli,m s) both range from 0 to 1, forwarding
capability also belongs to such range. In order to better
capture node selfish behavior, we consider two classes
of selfishness: individual and social selfishness. Detailed
information on how to acquire these selfishness is intro-
duced in Section 6.1.2.

5.3 Forwarding Set Mechanism

When a contact opportunity occurs, it is necessary to
make a decision on which candidate messages should
be forwarded and the forwarding order. Most existing
routing protocols neglect the importance of forwarding
set, and adopt a random or simplified strategy to decide
the final forwarding set. This cannot guarantee that all
messages are delivered to nodes with an incremental
forwarding capability.

In order to cope with such a challenge, we introduce
a new notion, called forwarding profit, to denote the
change of forwarding probabilities gained by a message
in a forwarding process. In the following, we take an
example that node i forwards a number of messages to
j to illustrate our forwarding set mechanism.

Definition 7. Forwarding profit is the difference of forward-
ing capabilities of two nodes. More specifically, when node i
forwards a message m to node j, the forwarding profit gained
by i is described as follows.

P (m)i,j = F (m)j − F (m)i

The value of P (m)i,j is positive or negative. Node i can
acquire its forwarding profit only when a message m is
successfully accepted by the peer j; otherwise, P (m)i,j
is zero.

We model the forwarding set problem as a 0/1 mul-
tiple knapsack problem to maximize the sum of for-
warding profits in each encounter opportunity. To avoid
messages being delivered to the node with insufficient
storage space or battery power, we initialize the forward-
ing set by including those messages who satisfy these
conditions, described as the following equation.

Fi = {m|m ∈ Ci and B(m)j > sm and E(m)j > sm × σ}

Two encountered nodes may have different forward-
ing capabilities to the destination of a message. Thus,
forwarding profit may be positive or negative. Here we
remove those messages in Fi whose forwarding profits
are non-positive, and then sort them in an increasing
order of forwarding capabilities provided by node i.
We simply use m to denote the m-th message in Ci.
xm represents message m is selected to be transmitted
(xm = 1) or not (xm = 0). By incorporating receiving
capability of the receiver, the forwarding set problem is
formulated as:

max
∑
m∈Fi

P (m)i,j × xm

s. t. ∀m,
∑
l≤m

xl × sl ≤ B(m)j

and
∑
l≤m

xl × sl × σ ≤ E(m)j

(2)

We convert this maximum forwarding profit problem
into a 0/1 multiple knapsack problem [17]. Firstly, buffer
space and remaining energy are divided into |Fi|+1
knapsacks, and they are assigned as follows.

For the first knapsack, its buffer size and energy are

∆B(1)j = B(1)j

∆E(1)j = E(1)j

For the nth (n ∈ {2, ..., |Fi|}) knapsack, its buffer size
and energy are

∆B(n)j = B(n)j −B(n− 1)j

∆E(n)j = E(n)j − E(n− 1)j

Then, message m can only put to the knapsacks (e.g.,
n) whose index is smaller than or equal to m. Let xm,n

represents that message m is put to knapsack n (xm,n =
1) or not (xm,n = 0). If m < n, xm,n = 0. Eq.(2) can be
rewritten as follows.

max

|Fi|∑
m=1

|Fi|∑
n=1

P (m)i,j × xm,n

s. t. ∀n,
∑
m

xm,n × sm ≤ ∆B(n)j ,∑
m

xm,n × sm × σ ≤ ∆E(n)j

and ∀m,
∑
n

xm,n ≤ 1

(3)

It is well known that the 0/1 multiple knapsack prob-
lem is NP-hard [17]. In order to maximize forwarding
profits of each connection, we design an approximate
algorithm, described as follows.

1) we first initialize the forwarding set Fi by including
messages from Ci who meet the following con-
ditions. (1)The forwarding profit that it acquires
exceeds zero; (2) the reserved buffer size that it gets
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from the peer node is greater than itself; (3) the
reserved energy that it obtains from the peer node
is sufficient to send itself out in the next hop.

2) We sort the forwarding set Fi in a decreasing order
of forwarding profit.

The details are shown in Algorithm 1. The time com-
plexity of Alg. 1 is Θ(n log n) where n is the number of
messages buffered in the local cache of a node.

Algorithm 1 An approximate algorithm for forwarding
profit maximization, pseudo-code of node i
Input: Ci and ∀m ∈ Ci, F (m)i, F (m)j , B(m)j , E(m)j
Output: Fi

1: if node i meets others (e.g., j) and Ci 6= ∅ then
2: initiaze: Fi = ∅
3: for all m ∈ Ci do
4: if F (m)j > F (m)i and B(m)j > sm and

E(m)j > sm × σ then
5: Fi ← Fi

⋃
{m}

6: end if
7: end for
8: Sort Fi in decreasing order of forwarding profit
9: return Fi

10: end if

6 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We conduct simulations on the widely-used simulator
ONE [19] to evaluate the effectiveness of CAMF.

6.1 Experiment Setup
6.1.1 Mobility Datasets
Since datasets Infocom06 [20] includes node property
information, we employ it in our simulations. To better
describe nodes, we extract some meaningful property la-
bels from the original data, e.g., nationality, language, af-
filiation, position, city, country and topics, etc.. However,
not all nodes have such property labels in Infocom06. We
remove these nodes lacking these property labels.

However, the node scale of Infocom06 is not large
enough. In order to draw a more general conclusion, we
need a mobile model to create a larger mobility dataset.
Since SWIM [21] shows its superiority on generating a
synthetic mobility datasets with social characteristics, we
adopt it to generate a synthetic mobility datasets with
300 nodes in our simulations.

Since synthetic datasets lack node property labels, we
utilize two ways to generate node property profiles for
better studying the performance of CAMF.

I: One way is to generate a multi-dimensional node
property profile vector for each node, in which
entries are chosen independently and uniformly at
random in [0,1]. The profile vector is then normal-
ized to 1 for the convenience of calculation.

II: The other is to create a n-dimensional node property
profile vector for each node, where n is the total

number of nodes in a network and an entry denotes
the encounter probability between nodes. Taking the
property profile vector of node i as an example, the
jth entry is the proportion of the contract frequency
between nodes i and j to that between node i and
all other nodes in a network. If node i never meet
node j, the jth entry is zero. Meanwhile, the ith
entry is also zero in the property profile of node i.

CAMF that utilizes node property profiles generated by
way I and II are referred as CAMF-I and CAMF-II,
respectively.

6.1.2 Node Selfishness Setting
Individual selfishness has been well studied, and its
distribution can be described by a normal distribution
model properly [22]. Hence we employ a normal dis-
tribution model to figure node’s individual selfishness
values. These values follow a normal distribution with
values normalized between 0 and 1. Since the range
of a normal distribution is from negative infinity to
positive infinity, we adopt 10% and 90% of its cumulative
distribution function (CDF) value to normalize them. For
example, if the value of the cutoffs at the 10% point is
-5 and at the 90% point is 5, all results will be increased
by 5 and then subtracted by -5, described as 5-(-5) =10.

Social selfishness always depends on social ties be-
tween nodes. Since mobility datasets do not have explicit
social relations between nodes, we construct a weighted
social graph and further obtain the distribution of social
selfishness values. More specifically, we firstly create
power-law distributed node degrees, and assign them
to nodes [23]. The largest degree is assigned to the
node having the largest contact frequency with others,
and repeats it until the remaining degrees are assigned
to all nodes. For each node in a network, we connect
its ties to other nodes, and generate social selfishness
values for edges. These values are uniformly distributed
between 0 and 1, consisting with the previous study [24].
Taking node i as an example, we assume its degree is x.
We first calculate the contact frequency between i and
all other nodes, and connect i with x nodes, having
the largest contact frequency with i. Then, we assign
selfish values to edges between i and the x nodes. The
largest selfishness value is assigned to the edge with the
largest contact frequency, and then we repeat it until
the remaining selfishness values are assigned to edges.
Finally, for those node pairs, e.g., nodes j and k, that
have not been connected, their selfishness, e.g., ej,k and
ek,j , are zero.

6.1.3 Others
In our simulations, each generated message has a certain
lifetime, denoted as TTL, and its source and destination
are randomly chosen from all nodes in a network. At
each round, default energy consumption parameter σ is
4. Each simulation is repeated 20 times with different
random seeds for statistical confidence.
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Since most existing routing protocols do not take
node selfishness into account, we modify them into
selfishness-aware version for a fair comparison. We com-
pare CAMF against the following benchmark algorithms:
• Selfish Epidemic: a selfishness-aware version of

Epidemic [25].
• Selfish BubbleRap: a variant of BubbleRap [14]

which considers node selfishness to make forward-
ing decisions.

We utilize the following criterias to evaluate routing
performance.
• Delivery ratio: it is the proportion of messages

that are delivered to destinations out of the total
messages generated in the source within a given
period (e.g., TTL).

• Delivery overhead: it is a measure of the average
number of forwarding a network spends to deliver
a message to its destination.

• Delivery delay: it is defined as the average time
that a network spends to deliver a message to its
destination.

• Average energy consumption: it is the proportion
of the consumed energy out of the initial energy.
It denotes the average energy consumption level of
nodes in the entire simulation.

6.2 Simulation Results on Social Selfishness
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Fig. 1. Delivery ratio and delivery delay results of all
algorithms with social selfishness on datasets Infocom06.
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Fig. 2. Delivery ratio and delivery delay results of all
algorithms with social selfishness on datasets SWIM.

6.2.1 Delivery Ratio and Delivery Delay Evaluation
As shown in Fig.1-2, we see that CAMF performs better
than Selfish BubbleRap in terms of delivery ratio and

delivery delay. Taking datasets SWIM as an example,
we observe that CAMF-I’s delivery ratio and its delivery
delay are 20% greater and 13% lower than Selfish Bub-
bleRap when TTL is 60m, respectively. We argue that
two reasons can explain it.

1) CAMF measures receiver’s receiving capability be-
fore transmitting messages, and delivers messages
to nodes having enough receiving capability to serve
incoming data. This could avoid the phenomenon
that newly arrived messages are dropped in re-
ceivers because of insufficient buffer space or bat-
tery power. Nevertheless, Selfish BubbleRap ignores
receiving capabilities of nodes, and thus cannot
avoid such a situation.

2) CAMF employs a forwarding set mechanism to
determine the forwarding set to maximize the for-
warding profits of each connection. However, Self-
ish BubbleRap overlooks the importance of such a
mechanism. After choosing an appropriate node as
a relay node, it randomly selects messages from its
buffer and greedily forward them to the relay. This
cannot all messages transmitted to the peer node
gain an increased delivery capability.

From Fig.2, we can also draw that CAMF-II achieves
a higher delivery ratio and a shorter delivery delay than
CAMF-I. This is due to the difference of approaches
that they utilized to create node property profiles. In
CAMF-I, the property profile of each node is created by
a random strategy, which is unable to avoid the situation
that the similar degrees of some nodes are high, while
their contact frequencies are low. This will lead to some
messages are delivered to those nodes who may be far
from their destination nodes in CAMF-I. However, in
CAMF-II, node property profiles are constructed by the
contact frequency between nodes. If two nodes always
encounter, they shall have a high similar degree of node
property; otherwise, they have a low one. Therefore,
CAMF-II can avoid the phenomenon emerged in CAMF-
I, and outperforms CAMF-I in terms of delivery ratio
and delivery delay.

6.2.2 Delivery Overhead and Average Energy Con-
sumption Evaluation
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Fig. 3. Delivery overhead and average energy consump-
tion results of all algorithms with social selfishness on
datasets Infocom06.
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Fig. 4. Delivery overhead and average energy consump-
tion results of all algorithms with social selfishness on
datasets SWIM.

Fig.3-4 display that CAMF has the least delivery over-
head and the minimum average energy consumption,
compared with other algorithms. Taking datasets SWIM
as an example, delivery overhead and average energy
consumption of CAMF-I are much lower than that of
Selfish BubbleRap when TTL is 60m, e.g., 73% and 86%
of Selfish BubbleRap in terms of delivery overhead and
energy consumption, respectively. This can be illustrated
by three factors.

1) CAMF measures forwarding capability of a node
for a specified message before data transmission,
and then delivers this message to a node who
has an incremental forwarding capability to deliver
it to its destination node. This could shorten the
forwarding number (or hop) of messages. How-
ever, Selfish BubbleRap adopts node betweenness to
make forwarding decisions. A node with a high be-
tweenness means it may frequently encounter some
other nodes, rather than all nodes in a network.
Thus, it cannot guarantee messages always gain an
improved delivery probability during the process of
message transmission.

2) CAMF measures receiving capabilities of nodes,
and forward messages to those nodes who can of-
fer abundant resources to incoming messages. This
could prevent messages to be delivered to nodes
where there is no enough buffer or energy. However,
Selfish BubbleRap ignores receiving capabilities of
receivers and greedily transmit messages to them.
Therefore, some newly arrived messages are easy
to be dropped due to the limitation of storage space
or energy in the recipient.

3) CAMF adopts a stateless approach to measure for-
warding capabilities of nodes, without collecting
any topology information. However, to calculate
betweenness centrality of each node, Selfish Bub-
bleRap needs to collect the global network topology
knowledge, which should take limited contact op-
portunities and energy to transfer such information.

In addition, compared with Selfish Epidemic, we can
notice from Fig. 3-4 that CAMF achieves relatively lower
delivery overhead and energy consumption. This is be-
cause CAMF takes multiple strict conditions to choose

suitable relay nodes, and depends on a few nodes to
forward messages in the process of message transaction.
Nevertheless, Selfish Epidemic only takes node selfish-
ness into account to make forwarding decisions, causing
messages are easy to be flooded to every possible part
of an entire network. This means the potential cost of
finding destinations is dramatically increased. Therefore,
delivery overhead and average energy consumption are
both improved greatly.

6.2.3 Performance Comparison Between Infocom06
and SWIM
Fig.1-4 reveal that all algorithms have relatively higher
delivery overhead and delivery delay on SWIM, com-
pared with Infocom06. In our simulations, the source and
destination of each message are chosen randomly among
all nodes in a network, and thus the average distance be-
tween source and destination changes with the number
of nodes in datasets. A dataset including more nodes
means it has a long average transmission distance, and
thus it should spend more time on transmitting messages
from source nodes to destinations. The node scale of
Infocom06 is smaller than that of SWIM. Therefore, all
algorithms achieve a relatively high delivery overhead
and delay on SWIM, compared with Infocom06.

We also find that all algorithms have a higher delivery
ratio on SWIM than that on Infocom06. This is because
SWIM has a higher average contact frequency of each
node pairs than Infocom06. Since all algorithms exploit
contact opportunities to forward messages, the high
contact frequency denotes that there are more opportu-
nities to transmit messages. Hence all algorithms achieve
relatively higher delivery ratio on SWIM.

6.2.4 Others
We can notice clearly from Fig. 1-4 that all results
under different performance metrics are growing with
the incremental of TTL on both Infocom06 and SWIM.
Since TTL denotes the lifetime of messages, a larger
TTL indicates messages stay in a network longer. When
TTL is increased, messages have more opportunities
to encounter others and thus the probability of being
delivered to destinations is also improved. Meanwhile,
a larger TTL also means more energy will be consumed
in the message transmission process.

6.3 Simulation Results on Individual Selfishness
We also evaluate the effects of individual selfishness
for these forwarding algorithms. Through compared the
simulation results obtained from both individual and
social selfishness, we find that the results acquired from
individual selfishness are quite similar with that from
social selfishness. Therefore, we do not display the re-
sults from individual selfishness and analyze and discuss
them any more for saving space.

Still we want to stress that the advantage of CAMF
over other selfishness-aware routing algorithms becomes
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even more evident on both Infocom06 and SWIM. This
is because it considers receiving and forwarding capa-
bility of receivers and further utilizes a forwarding set
mechanism to maximize the sum of forwarding profits
in each connection opportunity. This is in line with our
design goals: improving routing efficiency when nodes
are allowed to behave selfish behavior.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we regard selfishness as a native attribute
of a system and seek to design an efficient message
forwarding algorithm in which nodes are allowed to
exhibit selfishness. We first put forward a stateless way
to measure encounter opportunities between nodes, and
combine them with node selfishness to evaluate forward-
ing capabilities of nodes. We then quantify receiving ca-
pabilities of nodes according to the maximum available
buffer space and energy. Based on these, we formulate
the forwarding set problem as a multiple knapsack
problem to choose forwarding candidate messages so
as to maximize the forwarding profit. To fully explore
the benefits of our fundamental studies on forwarding
and receiving capabilities measurement and forward-
ing set mechanism, we propose a context-aware mes-
sage forwarding algorithm, in which buffer management
is particularly considered. Through extensive real-trace
driven experiments, the superior efficiency of CAMF is
validated as it significantly outperforms other typical
selfishness-based routing protocols in terms of delivery
ratio, delivery overhead, delivery delay and average
energy consumption.
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